Siamo il regno ininterrotto del lentisco,
delle onde che ruscellano i graniti antichi,
della rosa canina, del vento,
dell’immensità del mare.

Grazia Deledda
• 31 rooms and suites
• 5 private villas
• Private 2-hectare park
• Private garden
• Private beach
• Outdoor swimming pool
• Lunaria Hotel Restaurant
• Lunaria Beach Restaurant & Lounge
• Bar
• The Roof Panoramic Terrace
• Boutique
• Fitness & SPA Recrea
• Parking area
• Meeting room up to 80 people
• Olbia 30 km
• Alghero 150 km
• Cagliari 296 km

Unique Experiences
The fascinating northern stretch of this fabulous island sees some of the most renowned beaches, among which is the La Maddalena Archipelago. This is a marine-protected National Park established in 1994, comprising seven outstanding islands such as Caprera, Budelli and Spargi, and numerous isolotti, where nature still sets the tone.
Let’s discover a new and unusual Sardinia. An island rich in monuments which testify to the presence of ancient peoples and civilizations. Among the first to discover the magnificent scenery that this island hides were the Nuragic “tribes” who, between 1800 and 1000 BC, inhabited this land. To learn more about this civilization, just visit the many Nuragic villages scattered in the region.
Traditions certainly make Sardinia a proud region, possessing a rich handicraft heritage that reflects its historical and cultural stratification. Jewelry, tapestries, ceramics, baskets, knives, carpets… From the perfection of ancient art, you can admire unique pieces of extraordinary beauty. The same attention and respect for traditions is strongly felt in the many festivals.
Pevero Golf Club is located in Costa Smeralda, between Cala di Volpe Bay and the Gulf of Pevero. In the late 1960s, Prince Aga Khan thought the peninsula would be the ideal setting for the first golf course on the island. By 1972, his vision had come true when an 18-hole course was designed by the American golf-course architect Robert Trent Jones. It was so sensational that, six years later, it was chosen as the venue for the Italian Open. Pevero is considered by experts to be one of the world's most beautiful and challenging courses, where even the most experienced golfer will be put to the test. It is classified in the 100 Top Golf Courses of the world.
A boat trip within the La Maddalena Archipelago is a must for your holiday. Diving and snorkeling are among the most popular activities and Sardinia is known as one of the most beautiful places in Europe to explore the underwater world.

Sardinia also ranks high among water sports lovers: its north-east coast is one of the windiest on the island and the ideal spot for sailing, windsurfing and kitesurfing.
Sardinia is a wonderland of crystal blue waters, spectacular rocks carved by the wind, unspoiled mountain ranges and mysterious archaeology. Active travelers will revel in the many hiking and biking trails for road and mountain bikes. Climb sensational routes overlooking the sea or enjoy horse riding by the beach. With such an extraordinary backdrop, photoshooting will be just perfect.
Could an experience in this alluring territory be complete without tasting its culinary delights?

The search for physical and mental well-being starts from what you eat, and in Sardinia it is easier than you'd think: this land offers so many genuine, delicious dishes and wines that you will be spoilt for choice.
L’Ea Bianca Luxury Resort is a boutique hotel set on a lovely beach, nestled between the green junipers and the turquoise sea, in front of the La Maddalena Archipelago.

Highly personalized service for each guest in order to offer the authentic experience of the Made in Italy Lifestyle with the privacy and freedom that only a boutique hotel can guarantee.

Paola Mancini, General Manager
The freshwater pool is surrounded by flowering gardens, a sun terrace that offers sun beds and parasols. A small path through the private grounds gives access to the “Cala dei Ginepri” beach: a short 150-metre stretch where two private areas are reserved for the exclusive use of our guests.
The Exclusive location of L’Ea Bianca Luxury Resort, surrounded by Mediterranean vegetation, will make it possible for you to sink in a completely relaxed atmosphere.

From your room you can easily reach the fully equipped private beach, where you can walk on fine sand and dive into crystal-clear water gleaming countless shades of blue and green. Sensational sunsets will make your holiday even more unforgettable: the perfect end to a perfect day in paradise.
Guest rooms and suites are located on the ground, first and second floors and are serviced by lifts; individually appointed and furnished, they combine contemporary influences from Sardinia and the Far East. All rooms come with a sea view and their balconies overlook the garden and the pool.
All rooms feature extremely large bathrooms. Step into a realm of relaxation and beauty, enveloped by Sardinian ceramic and a tone-on-tone colour scheme. Enjoy your very own luxury courtesy set, air conditioning, all mod cons and the appealing elegance of a unique space.
Elegant and comfortable sea view, 250 sqm - all terraces included - set on three levels. This villa has three ensuite double rooms and air conditioning throughout. The bright living room has a very spacious terrace with sea view. From the kitchen you can access a private terrace equipped with table and chairs, set among ornamental granite rocks.
This elegant villa of approx. 190 sqm - all terraces included - is located on the hillside, immersed in a green garden, just 90 steps from the Resort Reception. It is set on two levels and it offers two ensuite double rooms, air conditioning, a living room with a sea view terrace, one patio and a private garden with sun beds.
This comfortable villa of approx. 140 sqm - all terraces included - is located on the hillside, immersed in Mediterranean vegetation, just 90 steps from the Resort reception. It is set on three levels and features two ensuite double rooms and a living room with a sea-view terrace.
Villa Ortensia

Comfortable sea view villa of approx. 200 sqm - all terraces included - set on three levels. It offers two ensuite double rooms and one twin bedroom with an independent entrance. All rooms have a private bathroom. The large and elegant living room offers a stunning sea view from the reception area.
Set on the hill, with amazing sea views, this comfortable 260 sqm - all terraces included - villa is set on three floors. It offers three ensuite double bedrooms; one room has a balcony and a private garden with sun beds. Villa Ibiscus has a bright living room with a sea view terrace. 110 steps from the reception.
Lunaria Restaurant serves a refined Mediterranean and international cuisine. The restaurant offers an elegant and bright indoor space as well as a veranda with stunning view to the sea, set in a flowering garden. At sunset, a chromotherapy lighting surrounds this place in a unique and magical atmosphere.
Lunaria restaurant, bar & lounge

Lunaria Lounge has an elegant inside area and a cosy veranda with sea views where you can taste appetising snacks during the day. In the evening, it is the ideal location to sip a drink while listening to soft, piano-bar music.

“Cactus Garden” is an original and pleasant corner where you can enjoy an excellent cigar and Rum.
The new Lunaria Beach Restaurant opened in August 2019, just adjacent to the private beach.

Planning an event, a birthday or a private party with friends? Lunaria Beach is the perfect place to organise almost any event you can think of: from a simple evening to mark a special moment to exceptional experiences in Costa Smeralda, unconventional weddings and parties.
“Recrea” SPA is a truly relaxing oasis, equipped with a fitness area, sauna and a hydromassage pool. Enjoy a wide range of massage and beauty treatments with exclusive products by Laboratori Eudermica, natural cosmetics with Sardinian officinal plants. The SPA can also be reserved for the sole use of discerning guests who wish to be pampered in a private atmosphere. Yoga lessons and a personal trainer, who will craft a tailor-made workout, are available upon request.
Very comfortable and versatile, our meeting room is 110 sqm. with natural light and direct access to the swimming pool garden and to the restaurant area, with a capacity of up to 80 people on a theatre style.

All modern equipments and a wide range of team-building activities are available upon request.
Sardinia offers couples a romantic and magical atmosphere. Celebrating your wedding here means enjoying genuine warm hospitality, mild weather, excellent cuisine and stunning locations means for lifelong memories to treasure. One of the most common traditions is the “Sa Razzia”, when a dish of rice, wheat, salt, coins and rose petals is broken close to bride and groom. Cereals are symbols of abundance, wisdom, wealth and love, the best wishes for prosperity and a long and happy married life.
This land resembles no other place.

Sardinia is something else. Enchanting spaces and distances to travel - nothing finished, nothing definitive.

It is like freedom itself.

David Herbert Lawrence